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Ramp Challenge 2014 

First Station    Beacon Hill-Lung Yan Road  

Event Information 

Organizer: HK Multisports Association 

Objectives: to promote cross-country/trail running; enhance friendship and teamwork 

Receiving Charity: Hong Kong Island Private Hospitals Chaplaincy Committee 

 

Date ：23-11-2013 (SUN) 

Start Time: 0900  

Venue：Kowloon Tong , Lung Cheung Road Lookout https://goo.gl/maps/efYk8  

Registration time：0745-0845 

 

Transportation： Buses that pass through Lung Cheung Road are No.38, 42c,  

http://www.kmb.hk/en/services/search.html  

40p,61x,62x,86,86A,87A,87B,258D,258P,259D,268c,269c(KMB)  

E22A,E22B,E22P,E22s(City bus), (Phoenix House Stop) 

Start point：Lung Yan Road (Phoenix House) 

Distance：10KM 

Time Limit：2 Hrs 

 

Race route：the start point at Lung Yan Road (Phoenix outside of the building, straight on  

along the MacLehose Trail, turn left down Counterclockwise the Eagle’s Net Trails (CP0),  

back Lung Yan Road (CP1)straight on along the top(CP2) , back down to Long Yan Road  

vehicle Road, Phoenix outside the building on the pedestrian Lung Cheung Road flyover to  

cross to reach the observation deck end.  

Attention: The race course includes a few sections of uphill and Maclehose trail/ the Eagle’s Net  

Trails downhill step, During wet weather, these can be quite slippery. Please be careful and pay  

extra attention to others’ and your own safety.  

 

Number Bib: The bib must be visible in the front at all times during race and it is not transferab le. 

Any non-conformance will lead to disqualification. No. Bib collect in registration counter on event 

day, (No. bib will use 2 and 3 station if you are entry it, Runners please keep it safely) If you 

missing numbers bib, race day will be charged for the Administrative fee of $ 50, please pay 

attention! 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/efYk8
http://www.kmb.hk/en/services/search.html
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Collect timing chip：Please collect timing chip (one each per person) in Registration counter 

(timing chip must be returned to the organizer after the end of race) If you lose those required to 

pay HK $ 100, the right may cancel their participation in the qualifications and achievements. 

 

Limited edition race number belt will be distributed at the time of collection timing chip, all each 

one (only given to those who enroll in all three stations); other souvenirs will be distributed in the 

rest of after the race. 

 

Replacement members: Team members such as race day replacement / transfer group, the  

Organizer will be charged an additional administration fee of $ 100 per team. 

 

Water stations: Located at Start, Checkpoint and Finish. 

 

Keep the countryside clean: Please keep the countryside clean and not littering everywhere on the  

track; above the offender has the right to cancel the team qualified for its achievements.  

 

First-aid Station: Located at Start and Finish 

 

Baggage: Bag drop at the start point. Tags with your race number will be provided. Please do not 

leave any valuables as organizer will not be liable for any lost or damages.  

 

Bad weather: If typhoon signals no.3 or above/red rainstorm/black Rainstorm /landslide warning is 

hoisted at 6:00a.m. or after on race morning, or in case of unexpected circumstances that prevent 

the safe proceeding of the event, the organizer reserves the right to postpone or cancel the race.  

 

Prize presentation：1130 Start, all awards and prize will not replacement after the race, all award 

winners please attending the Prize presentation as well.  

 

Charity Lucky Draw: Lucky Draw will be held before prize ceremony, during and after different 

time periods, Great prizes, do not miss! 

 

Awards : Medal and prizes will be awarded for the top five positions in each category . 

 

Enquiry: 81194312    

email：hkmsaenquiry@gmail.com   
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Timing System 

 

1. Participants are responsible for ensuring the success of timing refers to the card is placed in the 

punch on the sensing area (circle below the number of locations), punch card emits a continuous 

sound, that means the information has been recorded in the time card.  

            

2. Participants may not move or damage the control points or tournament facility, if damaged, 

shall be disqualified for compensation and price.  

3. During the competition participants have the responsibility to properly care electronic control 

card, and returned after the competition. If lost or damaged, the participants will have to pay HK 

$ 100 to the Hong Kong Multisportsports Association.  

4. If using another person's /Team electronic control card, the Conference will be disqualified.  

5. If a complaint in writing to the tournament as soon as possible. If the complaint is about the 

participants in the results announced results must be submitted within 15 minutes, complaints 

will be handled by the competition, and the results shall be notice to the complainant 

immediately. 

 

Start Point  

1. Participant number bibs must be deducted in the chest and show the electronic control card.  

2. Once electronic control card and number bib complete, the participants allowed to enter the 

starting area  

3. Please refer to the entrance of the card on the "clear" punch on the sensing area, until you hear a 

"clear" punch sound emitted to determine the timing refers to the old card information has been 

cleared. 

4. Late Participants must district to staff report, and then by the "late start zone” to start.  

Check Point 
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1. Participants (the team must be together) arrived at the checkpoint, it should be punch at the 

checkpoint on the card, or time does not count grate, the participants of the results will be 

disqualified (DQ).  

2. Cut Off time: start time calculation of the Organizer, Cut Off time in 1130, last team must be 

passed before the checkpoint CP2, otherwise the team will serve as the cancellation of DSQ.  

Finish Point  

1. Finish area is located next to the Lung Cheung Road Lookout. 

2. When participants reach the finish point, the finish device to be shot in the cards, the racing time 

will end at the moment.  

3. Please follow the instructions to calculate the points score, the time refers to the record card 

download, and participants can receive a reference performance printer.  

4. All participants must be before the end of the race to score treatment station to download results, 

not the final results announced before the download performance of the participants will be 

disqualified (DQ). 

5. Whether or not the participants finished the race, or loss of electronic control card, before the 

end of the race must report to the end, or when the missing theory. Take the trouble to the 

tournament staff and even police out searching.  

Accident / halfway out of the race 

Any of accidents, of which there are team member due to injury or other reasons fails to complete 

the race, the other team member should be accompanied by injured team member, go to the nearest 

checkpoint CP, and the event staff for assistance. Please do not leave injured member alone and 

continue to race, the team failed to incomplete the race, and it cannot calculate the total score. 

Route Signage  

In addition to each CP has a designated event staff , the various sections of the fork in the road in 

front, the ground will be indicated on the arrows to chalk mark; trails and bushes are dangerous red 

and white ribbons, signs for the tag , please note! 

 

Note: The organizer reserves the right for any amendments. In case of discrepancies between  

Chinese and English versions, the Chinese version shall prevail  

 


